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iAscend :

2020  at  a
Glance

The founding year of iAscend in 2020 has been

beyond anything that we could have expected.

As a testament to all of the hard work put in by

all of our members, this 2020 Year in Review

will showcase the various events and initiatives

that were brought forth in accordance with the

goals of iAscend: (i) levelling the field of

opportunity to all students, (ii) providing all the

necessary resources towards succeeding in

university, and (iii) fostering creative thinking,

leadership, and individuality.

In the beginning of the summer, a few of us had

a vision to level the field of opportunity towards

all students, to equip and empower them for

every endeavor, and to foster the next

generation of student leaders, entrepreneurs,

and creative thinkers. This was the foundational

origins of iAscend – an organization in which

three months later has become one of

international capacity, a beacon of insight and

support towards students, and a pioneer in the

movement to support students transitioning

into post-secondary education.

With over 1500 followers across all social media

platforms, iAscend has since set foot  in two

countries: Canada and the United Kingdom, and

has over 50 members contributing

internationally. We have created over five

unique departments, incubated several new

ideas, and reached out to the global population

– all while maintaining our vision, our why, as a

centralized platform towards all student needs.
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Prepared by Brandon Yu, CEO & Founder 
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225+ applicants from 6+ countries
to our virtual internship program this summer

over 30 student initiatives 
were designed for various aspects of the educational space 

more than 260 university insights
published from our 380+ submissions recieved

over 120 participants
in iAscend's mentorship program for first year students 

IGNITIONHACKS The Unisphere
320+ live attendees

32 student speakers

featured on CBC Radio 

460+ participants 

26+ countries involved

$6000 in prizes

70+ projects submitted funded by RisingYouth 

funded by the University of Toronto
through the COVID-19 student engagement award 

impacted 15,000+ students 
throughout all of the initiatives put forth by iAscend this year 
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Our goal to provide

students with unbiased,

real student experiences

regarding their university

and their program was

recognized through our

university insights. Over

the course of the past

two months, we have had

over 380 total university

insights submitted from

over 20 universities

across Canada. These

insights have served over

15,000 international

visitors to iAscend’s

website.

UNIVERSITY

INSIGHTS

launched July 2020

With over nine partners from various student initiatives, we at iAscend look forward to hosting exciting

events together in the future. Previously, iAscend has collaborated with IgnitionHacks to co-host

IgnitionHacks 2020, a virtual hackathon with over 460 participants across 19 different countries. There

were 71 projects submitted towards over $6,000 in prizes — all while gaining insight from speakers

from Google, the University of Toronto, Brown University, and more!

PARTNERSHIP  PROGRAM

launched August 2020

The summer two-week internship program was designed to provide opportunities to a plethora of

students in a period of scarcity. Through an independently designed curriculum, novel and relatable

case studies, over 225 students applied to our internship program from seven countries around the

world. Throughout the two weeks, over 170 interns were placed into small groups and guided by a

dedicated intern team leader – where they had the opportunity to learn the basic skills of marketing,

creating sponsorship packages, and networking. Interns were then able to apply those skills by

contributing towards iAscend’s efforts, and also embodying their inner entrepreneur, creating a

solution to combat an educational challenge.

SUMMER  TWO  WEEK  INTERNSHIP  PROGRAM

launched July 2020



The mentorship program, nicknamed Student Success, features a

variety of resources that students can navigate to when dealing

with all walks of life. Over 20 links to credible resources in five

different subsections can be found embedded within this program.

Furthermore, we have launched a mentorship program that

currently has over 120 participants. This program pairs students

looking for support as they transition into university with

experienced post-secondary students. An inspirational

development fostered throughout the student success program

was the The Descent – a collection of CV of Failures created by

Laurie Yang of McMaster University. We stand by her desire to

normalize failure and showcase the message that everyone fails,

and that is perfectly normal. We have several CVs of Failures from

some of the top students in impressive programs. This section

supplements students with the appropriate support for their

everyday needs as well as provides useful resources to help

students navigate through the challenges and uncertainties of

university.

STUDENT  SUCCESS  PROGRAM

launched August 2020 
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The Ascend Accelerator

program was developed as a

continuation of our summer

two-week internship program.

Several of our projects

proposed by our two-week

interns will have the

opportunity to be brought to

life and subsequently used to

positively impact their target

demographics. Currently, we

are pursuing the development

of two projects: iStartup and

AscendTalks, both of which are  

set to premiere in the new

year. 

THE  ASCEND

ACCELERATOR  

launched August 2020

Through funding from the

#RisingYouth Grant, we

were able to create the first

ever virtual university fair

for students across Canada.  

In just three weeks, we

were able to establish

event, spearheaded by

Rachel Shen. The 

 Unisphere encompassed

over 30 student speakers

from across 14 different

universities throughout

Canada. In this two day

event, we were able to

have 320+ live attendees

and were also featured on

CBC Metro Morning. 

THE

UNISPHERE

launched October 2020



Notable
Mentions

This year would not have been possible without

the significant contributions that were made by

all members of iAscend. Together, we have been

able to work on  

iAscend would like to thank Raechell Teo for

her incredible work on the graphics found on

our website, as well as Theodora Girgis.

Collectively, they have worked together on

building iAscend's public face through our

website. 

The marketing team, led by Angela Huo and

Zaida Wong, for creating our social media

presence and actively engaging with the

community that iAscend strives to serve. 

The submissions team, for all of your work

putting together over 260 university insights

that have now been accessed by over 15,000

students across the world.  

The internship team, for your pedagogical

excellence and commitment in reaching over

170+ students and teaching them various

business and life skills. 

The partnership team, for connecting with and

building on community partners, ultimately

opening the doors for future collaborations and

greater collective impact.

The student success team, for the incredible

hard work in creating the mentorship program

and gathering the best resources available to

make sure that students feel supported in all

walks of their journey. 

The Directors of iAscend: Anson Li, Laurie Yang,

Anushka Sarkar, Rachel Shen, and Jason Wang.

Thank you for all of your leadership in each of

the respective departments and your

commitment towards  serving the students of

university.

The Executives of iAscend: Victor Ou, Alessia

Priore, Theodora Girgis, Linda Chen, Angela Huo,

Zaida Wong, Arthur Chow, and Bernice So.

Thank you all for your dedication, pursuit of

excellence, and for being the best people to

work with. 

Lastly, thank you to all of you – the students, parents, and teachers.

Thank you for inspiring us to help you and for sharing the

resources and support. Thank you for letting iAscend into your life

as a student. 

2020 has been an incredible year at iAscend. With hope and

optimism, we look forward to surpassing the educational

challenges through collective teamwork and by a united passion

and commitment to serve the greater student community.

Wishing you all happiness, wellbeing, and fulfillment in 2021.  
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